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Abstract. In order to define semantics of non deterministic recursive programs we are led to 
consider infinite computations and to replace the structure of cpo on computation doimain by the 
structure of complete metric space. In this setting we prove the two main theorems of semantics: 
(i) equivalence between operational and denotational semantics, where this last one is defined 
as a greatest fixed point for inclusion, 
(ii) the one-many function computed by a program is the image of the set of trees computed by 
the scheme associated with it. 
1. Introduction 
In the now standard theory of computation in an ordered domain (see [S, 6,8,9, 
13,161) one proves the equivalence between the definition of the computed function 
as the smallest fixed point of certain functional and the definition of the same 
function by means of terminating computation sequences of the program at a given 
point. This equivalence holds when the computation domain is a flat, or discrete, 
domain in which different defined values are incomparable: the only converging 
sequences are stationary sequences whose terms are all equal, for sufficiently large n 
to the limit of the sequence. In such a domain it is clear that any computed value is the 
result of some finite terminating computation sequence. 
The situation is entirely different if, following Scott, one starts computing in a 
partially ordered domain which contains infinite ascending chains. A computed value 
may then be the lub of such a chain and as such can well be the result of no finite 
computation: a typical example is the domain of real numbers, if basic functions are 
the four arithmetic operations and the initial values are rational numbers after any 
finite amount of time one will have compute only a rational number when the result 
may well be irrational. 
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We propose, in this situation to give a meaning to successful infinite computation 
seqlJences which will be said to produce a result and to define the computed function 
by stating that its value at a given point is the set of results of both finite terminating 
and infinite successful computation sequences at that point. Obviously doing SO one 
accepts the idea that ,a computed function is many valued since there is absolutely no 
reason why all computation sequences would lead to the same result. But indeed 
many-valued functions were already considered as the normal output of non 
deterministic programs. 
Our point of view thus amounts to consider deterministic programs as special cases 
of non deterministic programs with the advantage that our result will hold in the 
general case of non deterministic programs (this was in fact the original motivation of 
the whole study). 
In order to give a meaning to successful computation sequences we found it 
extremely convenient o replace the order structure on the computation domain by a 
complete metric topology. (This is not at all to say that one cannot use the structure of 
a cpo to build a theory in many respects analogous to ours and indeed it has been 
done, see for example [14, 171.) 
The results we get to are mainly conditions for the equivalence of this definition of 
the computed function and a mathematical definition by means of fixed point: it 
happens that in a very natural way one is lead to consider greatest fixed points rather 
than smallest. Intuitively this corresponds to the idea that, at the beginning of the 
computation we only know that the value of the computed function lies in a certain 
range, a priori the whole computation domain and in the course of the computation 
this range is reduced (may be to just one value but usually to a set of values). This is 
dual of the point of view expressed by Scott that an a priori undefined initial value 
gets more and more defined in the course of the computation. We have borrowed for 
a large part this idea of decreasing range to L. Nolin (in a uncountable number of 
discussions). 
In the course of this study we will consider infinite trees for the following reason: 
algebraic infinite trees which can be generated by a recursive program scheme are at 
the basis of the theory called ‘algebraic semantics’ of recursive programs (see [S, 6,8, 
9, Il]). 
The algebraic tree thus attached to a program scheme incorporates the 
whole semantics of the program in the sense that an interpretation being 
defined as a morphism, the function computed by the program resulting of the 
I interpretation of the scheme is the morphic image of this algebraic infinite tree. 
Whence many results concerning classes of interpretation and families of 
computation domains. 
Here infinite trees also play a role, in fact a crucial role. For the link between a 
semantics defined in an ordered structure and the semantics defined in a topological 
structure lies in the fact that the set of infinite trees M”(F, 1’) has bclth an ordered 
structure and a topological structure which are closely related (in fact an increasing 
function is order continucus ifi it is continuous for the topology). The free complete 
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F-magma M”(F, V) which is studied in [4] thus appears as the mother structure in 
which the phenomena of computation can be better described. 
2. Preliminaries 
Here we recall some definitions, notations and properties about the metric spa.ce of 
finite and infinite trees, which are given in [4]. 
2.1. The complete metric space of infinite trees 
A graded alphabet F is a finite set of function symbols, each f c F is given with its 
arityp(f)EN.WenoteFi theset{fE~~&)=i}.ThesetX={x$>O}isasetof 
variables; we note X0 = 0 and Xk = {xl, . . . , xk} so that X = UkaO Xk. 
For any set E disjoint from F, the set M(F, E) is defined inductively by 
- EuF~EM(F,E); 
- iffcF, withn>O,if tl, . . . , tn E M(F, E), then f(tl, . . . , t,J E M(F, E). 
It is clear that M(F, E) is the free F-magma generated by E. The elements of 
M(F, E) can be regarded as finite trees. 
In the sequel of this paper we shall often use structural induction on the set of finite 
trees, like in the following definitions. 
The depth of a finite tree t is the integer ItI defined inductively by 
- if tEEuFo,thenItl=l; 
- if t=f(tl,.. . , t,& then Itl=l+max{ltiIIlSiSn}. 
We define the truncation at depth n of a tree t as the image of t under the mapping 
cyIl :M(F, E) + M(F, E u{L!}), where tn is a new symbol of arity 0, not in F u E, 
which indicates that a branch of a tree has been cut off in the truncation. This 
mapping is defined by 
so(t) = L! for every t, 
if tEEuFO, 
. . , (Y,(?,)), if t = f(tl, . . . , tp). 
If tl # t2 there exists an n such that cyIl (tl) # cyfi (t2); thus we note dr’(tl, f2) the least 
integer in the non-empty set {n 1 cu,(t~) # a,&)} and we define the mapping 
d : M(F, E) x M(F, e)+R+ by 
d(t” “‘) = ( ~~~~~~,~~~i, 
if t’ = t”, 
otherwise 
. 
It is proved [4] that d is an ultrametric distance on M(F, E), i.e. d fulfills khe 
following conditions: 
d(t’, t”) = 0 iB t’ = t”, 
d (t’, t”) = d (c)I, t’), 
d(t’, t”) s max(d(t, t’), d(t’, t”)). 
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It is well known that the metric space M(F, E) can be isometrically embedded in a 
complete metric space (i.e. where every Cauchy sequence has a limit) which is noted 
M”(F, E) and which is still an ultrametric space. It turns out that the elements of 
M”(F, E) - M(F, E) are just infinite trees. 
The set F is always finite; if the set E is also finite, then M”(F, E) is a compact 
space, i.e. every sequence contains an infinite subsequence which has a limit. 
Let T be an element of M”(F, E); we note BF( T) the set {t E M(F, E) 1 d( T, t) c e} 
and l&(T) the set {T’ E M”(F, E) 1 d( T, T’) < E}. It is obvious that Bz (T) = 
Be(T) A M(F, E) and it can be proved [4] that B,(T) = Bf (T), where, for any subset 
P of M”(F, E), p is the closure of P for the topology on M”(F, E) induced by the 
distance d. Now let P be a subset of M”(F, E); we note B,(P) = 
{T’EM~(F,E)I~TEP s.t. d(T, T’)<e} and Bz(P)=B,(P)nM(F,E); we have 
BP(P) = B:(p) = ure&(T) and B,(P) = B:(P) = UTEpBE(T). 
2.2. The composition product 
Here we give in a simplified way some definitions and properties about the 
composition product. The full study of this product is done in [4], upon a more formal 
framework which will not be given here. 
Let tkM(F,EuX,) and tl,. . . , tn E M(F, EuX,). We note r the vector 
0 1.. . . , t,); then t’ l F is the element of M(F, E uX,) defined by induction on t’ by 
- if t’e EuFo, then t’ l t’= t’, 
- if 5’ = xi E Xn, then t’ l r= ti, 
- if t’=f(t; , . . . , t;), then t’. t’=f(ti l <. . . , t; l f’). 
If I’=(&. . . , t’d, where t’i~ M(F, E uX,), and if f=(tl, . . . , tn), where tiE 
M(F, E uX,), then i’ c t”= (ti l iz.. . , tA l f). The product defined in this way is 
associative. It is extended to set of trees in the following way: 
Let P = (PI , . . . , Pm), where Pi c M(F, E uX,) and let d = (Q, . . . , C&J, where 
Qic~(F,EuX,).ThenP*d=(P* * 0,. . . , P, l d), where Pi l d = &pi {t} l d 
and {t} l 0 is the subset of M(F, E uX,> defined by induction on t by 
- if tEEuFo, then(t)* d=(t); 
- if t=XiEX,, then {t}* O=Qi; 
- if t =f(tl,. . . , tJ, then {t] l 0 = {f(ti, . . . , t;) 1 ti E {ti} l 6. 
This product is still associative. 
This product is. extended to sets of infinite trees as follows: 
Let P=(P,, . . . , &)? where Pi C_ M”(F, E uX,) and let d =(QI, . . . 9 QA 
where Qi c M”(F, E uX,). Then p 0 Q = (PI 0 d, . . . , P,,, 0 d), where 
pi 0 G=nBO,(Pi) l (Bz(Ql), . l . 3 Bz(Q’d)). 
It is proved in [4] that this product is also associative. Moreover if each of the sets Qj 
contains only one tree, say Ui, and if Pi contains only the tree K, then Pi 0 d 
contains only one tree which will be noted Ti 0 (I_& . . . , U,) = Ti 0 r% In this case if 
the trees Z and Ui are finite, we have r 0 rf = z * fi 
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At last it is proved in [4] that the composition product is continuous in the 
following sense (see [lo]): 
Let (A& be a sequence of subsets of M”(F, E uXq); Let 
LI(A~)~{TEM”(F,EuX~)~VE~~,~~~O,V~~~,~T’EA~ 
and 
such that d (T: 7”) c= e} 
LS(Ai)={TEM”(F,EuXq)IVe>0,Vn~0,3i~tz,3T’EAi 
i 
such that d(T, T’) c E). 
We say that the sequence (Ai)i P-converges to A = Limi(Ai) iff LSi(Ai) = 
LIi(Ai) = A. 
A useful property of this notion of limit is that a decreasing sequence of closed sets 
P-converges to its infinite intersection. 
This notion of P-convergence is obviously extended to vector of sets. 
Let now (Pi)i and (Qi), two sequences of vectors of sets which 9, converge top and 
d respectively. It is proved in [4] that if each component of each o1 is not empty, 
then the sequence (A 0 Qi)i P-coaverges to p 0 6. 
2.3. Konig’s lemma 
In &is paper we use several times Konig’s lemma in the following form: 
Let E be any set and let (Ai)i a sequence of finite non-empty subsets of E; let R be 
a binary relation on E such that Vi 2 0, Vy E Ai+i, 3x E Ai s.t. xRy. Then there exists 
an infinite sequence (ai)i of elements of E such that Vi > 0, ai E Ai and a&+1. 
3. Metric interpretations 
Let F be a graded alphabet. A metric interpretation of F is a structure I = 
(Er, &, {fr Ife F}) such that 
- (EI,{frifW is an F-magma (or F-algebra); 
- dl is a distance on & and (El, dl) is a complete metric space; 
m each operation fI from ET”” into El is continuous with respect to the topology 
induced by the distance d1. 
For any subset A of Er we denote by Cl(A) the topological closure of A in El. 
3.1. Continuity of an interpretation 
Let I be a metric interpretation of F. With every finite tree t in M(F, El) we 
associate the element I(t) of Er defined inductively by 
- if t EEL, then I(t) = t; 
- if t E FO, then I(t) = tI ; 
- if t=f(tl , . . . , t,), with f E F,, then I(t) = fdl(t& l l l , I(td). 
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Thus I can be seen as a mapping from M(F, El) into & ; we can partially extend this 
mapping to M”(F, EI) as follows: 
Let T be an infinite tree in M”(F, El). We say that I is continuous at T relative to 
M(F, Er) [7; p. lOS] (for short: rel-continuous at T) if 
(W 
There exists e E EI such that for any sequence (ti)i of trees in M(F, &) 
which converges to T, the sequence (I(ti))i converges to e. 
which is clearly equivalent o 
There exists e E Er such that VE > 0, 3~ >O, vt E M(F, EI), d(t, T) C 7 
implies dt(I(t), e) < E. 
In this case we extend I by setting IiT) = e. 
Since, for every infinite tree T, the unit set {T} is equal to the infinite intersection 
n, m = nE B,(T), we want to express the rel-continuityof I at T by mean of the 
infinite intersection n= Cl I(&!( T)), where I(@!( T)) = {I(t) 1 t E B:(t)} is well 
defined since S,“(T) contains only finite trees. 
Proposition 3.1. If I is rel-continuous at T, then nB Cl(I(Bz (T))) is a unit set. The 
converse implication hold? if Et is a compact set. In both cases I(T) is equal to the 
unique elemero t in the infinite intersection. 
Proof. Since Et is a complete space, for n, Cl(I(Bf (T))) to be a unit set it is 
sufficient that the diameter of C1(I(Bz(T))) goes to 0 when E goes to 0. This is an 
immediate consequence of (D2). 
Now let us assume that El is compact, that n, Cl(I(Bf (T))) = {e} and that (D2) is 
false. There exists r > 0 and for every integer n there exists tn E M(F, Et) such that 
d(tn, T)C l/n and dt(I(t,), e&r. Since Er is compact, the sequence (I(tn))n has an 
accumulation point e’ and clearly dr(e’, e) 2 r. On the other hand, for every integer It, 
e’ E Cl{1( ti) 1 i 2 n} c Cl(I(B&n( T))) and thus e’ = e, a contradiction. 
Let now t E M(F, Xk). We define the mapping tl : ET. + Et by: for every Z in Ef, 
t,(Z) = I(t l Z) where l is tile composition product of trees. Clearly tr is continuous. In 
the same way, with T E M”(F, &) we associate the partial mapping Tt : Erk + Er 
defined by: for every e’ E E:, Tt is defined at e’ iff I is rel-continuous at T 0 e’ and thus 
Tt(Z) = I(T 0 e’). 
3.2. Extended interpretations 
Since our purpose is to deal with nondeterminism, we need to define mappings 
from P(E# into P(EI) associated with trees in M”(F, Xk). The classical way to do 
that is extending additively the mapping TI : Ei + El. But since we are defining 
multivocal mappings, we no longer need the condition that Tr (e’) = I( T 0 e’) must be 
single-valued, thus we can generalize the definition of I( T 0 Z) following from 
Proposition 3.1; this leads to an akernative definition of Tt. 
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Let P be a closed subset of M”(F, El). We set P(P) = m, Cl(I(Bz(P))). 
Let us notice that if P is not closed in M”(F, Er) we can define b’(P) in the same 
way and we get f(P) = f(p). Let us notice also that if P = {t} with t E M(F, &), then 
f(P) = {I(t)}. Thus I^ : p(MF(F, Er)) + 9(EI) is an extension of I : M(F, Er) + El and 
also, from Proposition 3.1, of the partial mapping :M”(F, EI) + El. 
Thus with every infinite tree T in M”(F, Xk) we associate the mapping, noted still 
TI, from s(EI)k into 9(EI) defined by: for every A E 9(El)k, T*(A) = f({T} 0 A). 
The restriction of T1 to Et is an extension of the partial function Tl : Ef -) Er 
previously defined; it is the reason for keeping the same notation. 
In the same way we can associate multivocal functions with sets of trees as follows: 
if P is a closed subset of M”(F, x,), Pr is the function from 9(EI)k into I 
defined by: for every A in 9(El)k, P&f) = f(P 0 A). 
The following lemma shows that functions interpreting sets of trees are additive 
extensions of functions interpreting trees: 
Lemma 3.2. Let P a closed subset of M”(F, Xk). For every A in am, PI(A) = 
&EP TI(&. 
Proof. First we can assume, from [4], Lemmas 26 and 27 that for every T in P, 
T 0 A is not empty. 
It is clear that for each T E P, T1(A) c P&f). 
Let e E PI (& snd let e and tt ’ > 0. From the definition of P&i) = f(P 0 A), there 
exist TE,,l c: P, T’ E {TE,Ef} 0 A’ and t E Bz (T’) such that dr(e, I(t)) < E’. Since P is 
compact, there exists T* E P an accumulation point of {T&, E’ > 0}, such that 
VE,VE’,VE”,~TEP, T’E{T}O&FB~(T’) such that dl(e,I(t))<&’ and 
d( T, T*) < E”. But then, setting E” = E, we get t E Bf (B, (T”) 0 A). Since 
-b 
B,(T*)O/k B:(T*). BE\&, 
which is included, from [4, Proposition 211 in B,( T* 0 A), we get t E Bf (T* 0 A) 
and I(t)EI(Bz(T*O&) with d(e, I(t))<&‘. As this is true for every E’,~E 
Cl(I(Bf (T* 0 d))) and therefore 
e E n Ci(l(~‘l (T* 0 d))) = f( T* 0 A) = T? (AZ. 
E 
3.3. Uniform rel-con tinuity of extended interpretations 
The final result of this section is that the function interpreting the composition 
product of two sets of trees is equal to the product of the two functions interpreting 
these sets. In order tu prove it, we need some comditions on I. We split the proof of 
this result in several lemmas, each one given with minimal hypothesis. 
emma 3.3. Let T E M”(F, &) and Q E g(M”(F, EI))~. Then 1((T) 0 f(Q)& 
i({T} 0 Q). 
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Proof. We assume that (T} 0 Q is not empty. Clearly {T} 0 f(Q) is included in 
Bz( T) . Bf(I(Q)) = fim) for a given E > 0; Thus 
B:({T) 0 f(Q)jc BZ(BY(T) l f(Q)) = LJ Wtl l f(Q)). 
EB,(T’) 
But we can easily prove by induction on t E BF (T) that 
B:({t} l i(Q)> c B:(T) 9 f(Q) 
hence 
B:({T} 0 f(C?W B:(T) l f(Q). 
By definition of f, we get 
i(Q) = Cl(W:(QN 
and (2) becomes 
and 
B:({T) 0 I^cQ>> -z(T) l W(B:(Q)N 
I(B~({T}Of(Q)))cI(B9(T) 9 W(B:tQ)N. 
Since for every r in Bz( T), tl is continuous, 
I(r l Cl(I(B:(Q)))) = tr(Cl(I(&(Q)))) = Wr(W:tQN)) 
= Cl(I(t 5 I(B:(Q)))) 
and since one csn easily prove by induction on t that 
10 l ~h~:m~ =at l B~CN 
we get 
Z(t l ClW?:(Q)))) = CNl(t l B:(Q)) 
hence 
W:(T) l W(B:(QNO& u CW l &'(QN r&(T) 
cClV(B:(T) *B:(Q))). 
From [4, Proposition 211 
B%Y l BZ(QN &NT; 0 Q) 
thus, from (9) and (5) 
W:({TI 0 I^(Q>>> c Cl(W:(UJ 0 Q)N 
and 
Cl(W:({~} 0 I^(Q,,>, c CI(I(B:({T} 0 Q))). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(fo 
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This being true for every E we get 
i({ T} a i(Q)> = i({TlO Qh 
Lemma 3.4. Let t(xl, . . . , x,) E M(F, Xp) and WI, . . . , Wp E M”(F, EI). If I is rel- 
continuous at each Wi, then I is rel-continuous at t(Wl, . . . , WD) and 
i(t(W1, . . . , W-1) = IMfWl), ’ l - 9 f(w,N. 
Proof. Let ei=i(Wi) and W=t(Wl,..., W,)={t}O(Wl,..., W.,). Let e= 
t&&l,. . . 9 qd = I(t(f( W) , . . . , I( Wp))). Let (w,), a sequence of trees in ti(F, EI) 
which converges to W. For n large enough wn = t(wy), . . . , wr’) and the sequences 
(WY)),, converge to Wi; then, because of the rel-continuity of I at Wi, (I( w i”‘))n 
converges to II( Wi) = ei. Hence I(w,J =I(t(w:“‘, . . . , w:‘)) = t~(I(w~‘), 
. . . , I(w~‘)) and since tr is continuous, the sequence I( w,) converges to 
tt(el, . . . , ep) = e. 
Let P c M”(F, Et). We say that I is uniformly rel-continuous on P if 
(D3) 
VE > 0,3q > 0, tlT E P, tit, tk M(F, Et), 
d(t, T) <: q and d(t’, T) < 7 implies dt(I(t), I(t’)) < E. 
It is just an exercise in topology to prove that if I is uniformly rel-continuous on P, 
then it is rel-continuous at every point P. Hence for every T E P, f(T) can be 
identified to an element of Er and we get 
(D4) 
& > 0,3q > 0, VT E P, Vt E M(F, EI), d(t, T) < q- 
implies dt(I(t), f(T)) < E. 
Lemma 3.5. Let T E M”(F, Xk) and Q = (Ql, . l . , Qd E W-~“(F, ErNke If I is 
rel-continuous at every point of each Qi and uniformly rel-continuous on (T) 0 Q9 then 
f({T} 0 Q) c it(T) 0 f(Q)>. 
Proof. Wc can assume that {T} 0 Q # 0. For any E > 0, let tE E Bz( T). Clearly 
lim I?+0 &I (t \ = T, and, from the P-continuity of the composition product [4], 
Lim,,o({tE} 0 Q) = {T} 0 Q. Hence, from the definition of Lim [4], 
Now let e E f({T} 0 Q) and let E, E’, Err > 0. From the definition of f we get 
3V~{T}OQ,v~M(F,E~)suchthatd(V,V)<E’anddr(e,I(v))<E. 
(14) 
Applying (13) with E2 = E’ and El = E” we get 
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Let US write t,Rr = t(xil, . . . , xi,); then U = t( WI, . . . , Wp) with Wj E Q,. From Lemma 
3.4 we get 
f(U) = I(?(& W*), . . . , I^( W,))) E I(r,lf 9 i(Q)) c I(@#( T) l f(Q)) (16) 
Moreover, as I is rel-continuous at U, 
3u E M(F, Er) such that d(u, U) c E’ and dr(I(u), I^( U)) c e. (17) 
From (15) it comes, since d is ultrametric, 
d(u, v) c et. 
Since I is uniformly rel- continuous on {T} 0 Q, we can apply (D4) and from (14) and 
(18) it comes, with E’ = T(E) 
dr(f( V), I(v))< E and d&V), I(u)) < E. (1% 
Thus from (14), (17) and (19) 
dl(e, &J))<~E. (20) 
Since this is true for every E and since, from (16), I^( U) E I@$( T) l f(Q)) we get 
e E Cl(I(B$( T) l f(Q))). 
From [4, Proposition 211 it comes 
B:~~(T) l i(Q) c B:~~({T] a I^(Q)) 
hence 
(21) 
(22) 
e E ClW3~4{T~ 0 f(Q)>>> c CU(&, C(T) 0 f(a>>>>. 
This being true for every ~1 we get e E f({ T) 0 f(Q)). 
(23) 
From the previous lemmas it comes. 
Proposition 3.6. Let P a closed subset of M”(F, Xp), Q = (Q,, . . . , Qp) a closed 
element ofp(M”(F, X,))” and A = (A 1, . . . , Al) an elementof g(M”(F, EI))“. If Iis 
rel-continuous at every point of each Q, 0 A’ and if for every T in P, I is uniformly 
rel-continuous on (T) 0 Q 0 A, then PI(Q&) = (P 0 Q)*(A). 
Proof. Since P O Q = U TEP {T}O Q we get, from Lemma X2 (PO QMA’> = 
UTEP ({T], O Q)&%). Also from Lemma 3.2, Pl(Q&$) = STEP T,(QitA))* Thus it 
is sufficient o prove the result when P is equal to {T}. 
But Tr(Qr(& = f({T} 0 !(Q 0 A)) and ({T} 0 Q)&) = f({T} 0 Q 0 A) = 
I({ T} 0 (Q @ A)). The wanted equality is then a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.5 
and 3.3. 
We say that an interpretation I = (El, dl, { fr, f E F}) is strongly contractive if 
- the diameter of El is bounded; 
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- each fr is a contracting mapping, i.e. there exists cf c 1 such that for el, el, . . . , e,, 
e; in EI, dr(fr(el, . . . , e,,), fde;, l . l , eL))sc;xmax{dI(ei, e:)l 1 s i 6 n}. 
These conditions are used in [3]. We prove here that they are sufficient in order to 
prove Proposition 3.6. 
Proposition 3.7. If I is strongly contructive, then it is uniformly rel-continuous on all 
M”(F, Ed. 
Proof. Let b a real number bounding the diameter on Ea and let c = max(cf IKE F}. 
Since F is finite, c < 1. Thus (D3) is a consequence of the following property: 
Vt, t’ E M(F, El), d(t, t’) c 2-” implies dl(I(t), I(t’)) s b x cn. 
which is easily proved by induction on n 
- if n = 0, theli &(I( t), l(t’)) s b = b x co; 
- if d(t, t’)<2-(“+1), 
- if tEtluF0, then t’= t and dl(I(t), I(t’)) = 0s b = c”+*, 
- if t=f(tl , . . . , tp), then I’= f(t\, . . . , t;) with d(ti, t:)<2-“. 
By induction hypothesis dr(I(ti), I@:)) s b x cn and 
4. Nsn deterministic recursive programs and their somputatZons 
4. I. Definitions 
As in [ll] we consider that a (non deterministic) recursive program p is a pair 
(2, I), where 2 is a (non deterministic) recursive program scheme on a graded 
alphabet F and I an interpretation of F. Hereafter this interpretation will be a metric 
one. 
A non deterministic recursive program scheme (ndrps) on a graded alphabet F is a 
set of equations 
c 
= 
#i(Xl, l 9 l 9 xtaj)=Ti 
i=l k, 9 ’ l l ? 
where@={&,..., &} is a set of unknown function symbols disjoint from F, with 
p(4i) = vi, 04 is a binary symbol not in F u Q, and Ti E M(F u Qz v (o*), Xni). 
In the sequel we shall note F+ the set F u{&~#}. 
An elementary step of computation with P has one of the three following forms: 
- making a non deterministic hoice; 
- replacing an unknown function symbol by its definition (copy rule); 
- executing an operation fl. 
Grouping together the first two cases we get the forczal definition: 
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Let t, ~‘EE M(F+ u @, E1 u Xn); we define the two relations t +;F t’ and t +I t’ by 
(1) t +&ff 
(1.1) t = o*(fi, tz) and (t’ = fl or t’ = fz), 
(X.2)/ t = 4i(tl, . . . , fni) and t’z= ri l (tl, . . . , fni), 
(1.3) i=Y(f1,..., f& with YE F+ u @ and there exists t: such that ti +z: t: 
and f’ = Y(t,, . . . , f:, . . . , t,); 
(2) f +,-!‘iff 
(3.1) t = f(er, . . . , en) with fE F, el, . . . , c,, E & and t’ =fi(er, . . . , e,) E EI, 
(2.2) f = Y(fl, . . . , tm) with YE F+ u @ and there exists t: such that ti +I t: 
and t’ = Y(fr, . . . , f:, . . . , t,,,). 
Then we call a compufufitxz from f E M(F+ u @, El) with P, any finite or infinite 
sequence to, fl, 62, . . . of elements of M(F’+ u @, EI) such that to = t and for every 
iM, fi +sfj+l or fi +lfi+lm 
4.2. Redf of a computation: infuifive approach 
Now we have to define the result of a computation. The usual way for doing it is to 
assume that the computation domain El is a cpo; then by replacing each unknown 
function symbol, and also the symbol OS, by the least value 1 of EI, one gets an 
increasing sequence, of which the 1.u.b. is, by definition, the result of the computation 
(see, for example, [11, 12, 151). 
In [3,4] we introduced a new definition of the result of a computation in which we 
need not an order on the computation domain. This definition is based upon the 
following remark: Let t = 4( tl , . . *, t,) a term, where q5 is an unknown function 
symbol. Since we do not yet know this function 4 we cannot assign to t a definite 
value; but we do not express this fact by assigning to t a special value I intended to 
mean ‘undefined’; we prefer to say that the possible values of t, if any, are in the 
computation domain, that we express by replacing t by EI. In this way we associate 
with a computation a decreasing sequence of sets and the computation is said 
successful if the infinite intersection of these sets contains only one element of EI, 
which is the result of the computation. 
Let us give an example, where we use this way of defining the result of a 
computation. 
Let C be the scheme 
4(x) =f(x, 4(x)) 
and let I be its interpretation which has as domain the interval [0, l] of the real !ine 
with the usual distance and where fr (x, y) = l/( 1+ xy). Thus the program P = (2, I) 
can be written 
f#Hx)=- 
1 
1 +x4(x)’ 
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The only computation from d(l) with P is 
d(l) +f(L 4(l)) -+f(L f(l, 4(W) is 2 
-+f(l, f(l, f(L 4 W) -+ l l l x H 
which can also be written as 
4W1+:(1)+ l1 --j l1 _j*** 
= l+ = l+-- s 
1+4(l) l+ 
1 
1+4(l) 
Or 
t1 + t2 + t3 ’ ’ ’ , 
H x 
where tl= d(l) and ti+l = f(1, ti) = l/(1 + ti). 
To tl we assign the set [0, 11, thus to f2 we assign the set l/( I+ [0, 11) = l/[ 1,2] = 
[i, 1] and we can prove easily by induction that the interval associated with tn is 
defined by 
Wb(2n - 1) fib(2n) 
3 
fib(2n) 
U2n = i fib(2n) ‘fib(2n +l) ’ 
U2n+l= 
I fib(2n + 2)’ fib(2n + 1) ’ 
where fib(n) is the nth element of the Fibonacci sequlence defined by 
fib(O) = 0, fib(l) = 1, fib(n + 2) = fib(n + 1) +fib(n). 
Then we can prove that the length of lhe interval u~+~ is less than the half of the 
length of u,, ; hence the infinite intersection nn un of intervals contains a single point 
which is 
lim fib(n) -l-+-J5 
n+m fib(n + l)= 2 ’ 
4.3. Result of a computation: formal definition 
Let us define the mapping ~1 from M(F+ u @, Ei) into P(&) by induction on t 
- if to I$, then WI(~) ={t}; 
- if t E FO, then ~1 (t) = {tz}; 
- if t=f(tl,. . - , t,), then m(t) ={fdel, , l l , e,)(ei E vz(tiJ); 
- if t = a&‘, t”), then n=z(t) = vz(t’) v m(f); 
- if t = di(tl, . . . , tni), then VI(~) = El. 
It should be noticed that if t E M(F, El) G M(F+ u @, Ez), then 7r~it) = {r(t)}- 
Lxt t, t’ E M(F+ v 0, El). If t +Q t’, then T- it’) c_ vz(t) and if t 31 t’, then 
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Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the definition of +s and +I: 
- if t = o&, fz) and t’ = tl or t’ = t2, then dt’) G dtd LJ m(t2) = m(t); 
- if t = +i(Zl, . . . , tni), then for any t’vl(t’) c m(t) = EI ; 
- if t = Y(l,, . . . , t,,J and t’ = Y(rl, .*., t:, . . . , t,) with ti +p: t: and thus p&i) c 
?rr(t), then 
if YE @, n-l(t) = &‘) = El, 
if Y =u*, &‘) C r*(t), 
if Y = f, wdt’) ={fdeh . . . , em) lel E 7&l), . . l 9 
ei E 7TI(fi), . l . s em E dL))= dt); 
- if t=f(el,. . . ,e,) and t’==fr(cl,. . . , em), then ?rr(t)={t’}=&‘); 
- if t = Y(tl, . . . , tm) and t’= Y(tl, . . . , t:, . . . T t,) with ti 31 t: and thus rl(ti) = 
v&i) the proof is like above but replacing z by =. 
Thus for any computation to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . the sequence (s&))~ is decreasing for 
inclusion. We say that this computation is successful if lim,,, S(v&)) = 0, where 
S(&,J) is the diameter of &J (i.e. a(~&)) = max{&(e, e’) 1 e, e’ E nl(t,)}). In this 
case (7~&))~ is a Cauchy filter base and since EI is a complete space the infinite 
intersection n Cl(vl (t,)) contains one and only one element of 25’1 which is the limit 
of the Cauchy fiter base [7]. This element is the result of the successful computation 
c=t(), fl,.. .,tn,. . . and is noted Res(c). 
Let us notice that this definition is compatible with the classical definition of the 
result of a finite computation. Let to, tl, . . . , tn be a finite computation with t,, E Er 
which is of course the result of this computation; we get 
We have seen that to, tl, . . . , tn, . . is a successful computation implies that 
nn Cl(r&)) is a unit set. The converse implication holds whenever EI is compact. 
The proof is exactly like in Proposition 3.1. 
Finally, for every t in M(F, u @, El) we note Val,(t) the set {Res(c) 1 c is a 
r successful computation from t with P}. 
5. Formal and effective computations 
We want now to prove that the result of a successful computation with a program 
(Z, I) is the interpretation of the result of a formal computation, &rie in the space of 
trees using only the scheme 2, like in the case of deterministic programs [l I] 
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5.1. Formal computations 
Let t be a tree in M(F+ v a, X,,, j. A formal computation from t with the scheme C is 
a finite or infinite sequence to, tl, . . . , t n, . . . of elements of M(F+ u @, X,) such that 
to = t and for every i s 0, ti +I: ti+l. 
Let us define the mapping 17 from M(F+ w @,X,) into B(M”(F, X,)) by 
induction on t 
- if t E X,, then n(t) = {t}; 
- if t E Fo, then n(t) = {t}; 
- if t = o*(t), t”), then I7(t) = n(t’) v l7(t”); 
- if t=f(tl , . . l , t,), then n(t) = {f) 0 (h!(h), . . . , I?(t,)); 
- if t =&i(tl, . . . , tni), then n(t) = M”(F, X,). 
It is clear that, by definition, n(t) is a closed subset of M”(F, Xm) for every t in 
M(F+u@,X’n). 
Moreover it is easy to prove, like in Lemma 4.1, that if t +s t’, then l7(t’) c n(t). 
We say that a formal computation c = to, tl, . l ., t n,... is successful if 
lim n+oo 8(n( tn)) = 0. Then, since M”(F, Xm j is complete, nn l7(t,) contains one and 
only one element which is the result, noted Res(c), of the successful computation c. 
Unfortunately this definition of successful computations is not exactly the same as 
the one used in [l, 21: it is straightforward, taking into account some results of [4] 
comparing the set of infinite trees as a cpo and as a complete metric space, that the 
definition of successful computation s given in [ 1,2] that we shall call here successful’ 
computations is equivalent to the following definition: 
Let l7’ be the mapping from M(F+ u @, X,) into M”(F, X,) which is defined 
exactly like l7 except that W(oa(t’, t”)) = M”(F, -;Ym). We say that the formal 
computation to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . is successful’ iff lim,,, s(n’(t,)) = 0 and its result, 
Res’(c), is the unique element in nn II’( 
The difference between II and I7’ comes from the fact that, in order to define the 
result of an infinite computation we associated, in [ 1,2], with every tree t with non 
terminal symbols occurring in a computation sequence the tree obtained by substi- 
tuting the ‘bottom element’ to any non terminal symbol and, in particular, to 04. As 
mentioned in the introduction we present in this paper another point of view: with 
such a tree t is associated the set of values that this tree can have and thus O* is 
interpreted as the set-theoretical union. 
Since tbr; main result of this paper (Theorem 6.7) relies upon Theorem 6.3 which 
was proved in [l, 21 using successful’ computations, and upon Theorem 5.9 which is 
proved in this paper using successful computations, we have to prove the equivalence 
of these two notions. 
From the previous definitions of II and l7’ it follows that for every t, n’(t) is a 
closed set containing n(t). And we have still, by the same proof as in Lemma 4.1, 
t +s t’ implies l?‘(t’) C n’(t). 
Since n(t,) c fl’(t,), if the formal computation c = to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . is successful’, 
it is also successful and Res(c) = Res’(c). 
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Proposition 5.1. If the formal computation c from to is successful, there exists a 
successful’ formal computation c’ from to such that Res(c’) = Res(c). 
Proof. With every t E M(F+ u @, X,) we associate the finite set S(t) c 
M(F+ u @, Xi) defined inductively by 
- if t E X,, then S(t) = {t}; 
- if t E Fo, then S(t) = {t}; 
- if t = o*(t’, t”), then S(t) = S(t’) u S(P); 
- if t = #WI,. . . , tnj), then S(t) = {t}; 
- if t=f(tt, . . . , t,), then S(t)={f(ti, . . . , tl)lt: ES(~~)}* 
It can be easily proved by induction that for every t’ E S(t) we have t +g t’ and 
I7( t’) = l7’( t’) and that I7( t) = LJiEStr) I7( t’), 
We prove also by induction the following property: 
If tl +z t2, for every t; E S(t2) there exists tl E S(t,) such that t; +g t; : 
_ if tl = @i(Ulf l * l 9 un,), then S(t,) = {tl}, hence t\ = tl +z: t2 +h tb; 
- if tj =c-&, u2), then 
- either t2 = u1 with i E {1,2}, hence S(t2) c S(t,) and we take t\ = ti, 
- or there exist ,d~{l, 2}, ui, ui such that lli+s us, u3-j = u&-i, t2 = o&&, ub); 
since S( tz) = S(u~)uS(u~),thereeixtsi~{1,2}suchthat ;ES(ui);if i=3-j, 
S(ui) = S(u3-j) c S(t,) and we take ti = ti ; if i = j, by induction hypothesis there 
exists ti d(u&S(tl) such that ti +$ ti; 
- if t1 =f(u,, . . . , II,,) there exist i and u: such that Ui +ou: and tz=f(ul. l . . , 
u;,..., u,); but t; = f(vl,. . . , v,) with v1 E S(ur), . . . , vi E S(u:), l * 9 vn (2 Sb’lj; 
by induction hypothesis there exists vi E S(U’) such that vi + g vi; hence t\ = 
f( v1 ,*..,v;, . . . , c,) E S(t,) and ti +g ti. 
Let now c=to, tl ,..., tnn,_.. be a successful formal computation and let {T} = 
nn AU’). Let S’( t,) be the finite set {t’ E S(t,) 1 T E II@‘)}. Since n(t,) = lJIES(I,l IIT 
therii exists t’ E S&J such that T E II( hence S’(t,) is not empty. Moreover for any 
t’ in S’(t,+,) c S(t,+,) there exists t’ E S(t,) such that t” + g t’, hence I7( t’) c Lf(t”), 
T E !I(t”) and t” E S’( t,). 
We can apply Kiinig’s lemma: 
There exists a sequence tb, . . . 9 t:, . . . such that t; E S’(t,), t; +$ t&+1 and to +$ t& 
From this sequence we extract a formal computation c’ = to = t& . . . , t$, . . . (not 
necessarily infinite). We h’ave 
lim s(W(tE)) = lim iS(n’(tk)) = lim 6(lIjta)). 
n+X n*a3 n+cO 
Since l7(t~)dl(t,), 6(Lf(tL))< s(Lf(t,)) and since c is successful, c’ is successful’. 
Moreover 
nn’(t~)=f\n’(t:,)=nIT(t:,) and TEnII(tLjznI7(t,)={T}, 
n n n n n 
thus Res(c’) = Res(c) = T. 
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It follows that the set Val&) equal to {Res(c) 1 c is a successful computation from t 
with 2) is also equal to {Res’(c) 1c’ is a successful’ computation from t with 2) which is 
considered in [ 1,2]. 
As in [1,2] we note L?(Z) the set Val&i(xl, . . . , x,,)) G M”(F, X,) and we note 
m the k-uple (LT(S), . . . , L:(S)). 
5.2. Interpretation of formal results 
Let us define the mapping I& from M(F+ u @, EI) into P(M(F, Er)) by induction 
on t 
- if t E Fo v Et, then l&(t) = (t); 
- if t = 04(t’, t”), then f&(t) = I&t’) uli&“); 
- if t=f(tl :. . . , tn), then l?*(t) ={f(ul, . . , , un)l Ui E If&)}; 
- if t =CjSi(tl , . . . , tni), then I?*(t) = Er. 
It is immediate, from the definitions, that rl (t) = r<fil (t)). 
Lemma 5.2. Let 5 E M(F+ v @, X,) and e’ E EF. The diameter of fit< t l e’) is less than 
or equal to the diameter of IT(t). 
Proof. We prove by induction on t that for every u in fil (t l e’) there exist v, v’ in n(t) 
such that d(u, v l Z) 5 d(v, v’): 
- if t=xiEX,,thenI&(t*e’)={ei}andwetakev=v’=xi; 
- iftEFo,then&(t)=n(t)={t)andwetakev=v’=t; 
- if t = 4i(tl, . . . , tui), then &(t l Z) = EI and H(t) = M”(F, X,); we take v, v’ in 
M(F> X,) with different roots and we have d(u, v l e’) s d(v, v’) = $. 
- if t=f(tl , . . . , t,), then u = f(ul, . . . , u,) with Mi E fil(ti * e’); by induction hypo- 
thesis there exist vi, V: E J;l(ti) such that d (ui, vi l e’) c d (vi, V: ); hence v = 
f(vl, . . . , u,) and VI= f(v'l, . . . , v’,)belongtoH(t),v*h=f(v&,...,v,-k)and 
S$max{d(vi, vi)(i = 1,. . . , n)=d(v, v’). 
- if t = OS(I~, tz), then there exists i E {I, 2) such that u E Iz;(ti l e”); by induction 
hypothesis, there exist v, v’ E n(ti) c h!(t) such that d(u, I,, l e’) c d(v, P’). 
Let now ur, &dfI(t l e’). We have ,j(ul, u&max(d(ul, vl, l P), d(vl l If, v2 l e’), 
d(u2, 2)~ l h)). Since d(vl 9 e’, v2 l C’)~d(vl, v2) and from the previous result, 
d(ul, u+max(d(u\, vl), d(v,. v2)* d(vz, vi))GS(H(t>), hence the result. 
Proposition 5.3. Let T E M”(F, X,) be the result of a formal successful computation 
from t E M(F+ u @, X,) and let e’ E ET. If lis rel-continuous at T 0 e‘, then there exists 
a successful computation from t l e’ with (Z’, I), which has l(T 0 Z) as result. 
Proof. Let to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . be a formal computation such that t = to and {T} = 
nn lT(t,). The sequence c = to l e’, . . . , tn 0 e’ is a computation from : l e’= to l e’ with 
(Z I). 
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Since lim, -+a s(Z7(t,)) = 0 we get, from Proposition 5.3, lirnndoo S(&(t, l e’)) = 0, 
and since lim,,, tn l Z = T 0 e’, for every E => 0there exists it, such that &<t,. l e’) c 
B:(T 0 Z); thus r&t, l Z) c I(& (T 0 e’)). Since I is rel-continuous at T 0 e’ it 
follows that lim,,, S(&n 9 e’)) = 0. Thus the computation c is successful and its 
result is 
nCl(~~(t, l Z))E~CI(I(B:(TO e’)))=I(TO Z). 
n & 
Before proving the converse of Proposition 5.3 we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4, Let to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . be a computation from t = to E M(F+ v @, El) with 
(2, I >. There exists a sequence t& . . . , t;, . . . , such that for every n > 0 t: + F tn and 
t:, 32 &+I or t:, = ?;+I. 
Proof, We construct he sequence (tL)n by induction. First we set t& = to. 
Let us assume that we have constructed t;. We have t; -*F tn. If tn +I tn+l, then we % 
set tk+l = t;; if tn +x tn+l, it is proved in [ll] that there exists &+I such that I 
tk +stL+l +T &+I- 
We say that a scheme Z is reduced if for every i E (1,. . . , k} the set L”(2) is not - 
empty. 
Lemma §.§. If C is reduced, then for are y i irt M(F+ v CD, X,,, ), Valr (t) is nor empty. 
Proof. Let f be in M(F+ u @, X,) and let t’ ble the tree obtained by deriving each 
occurrence of a symbol it in t so that t’ does not contain o#, and t +g t’. 
Since C is reduced, for each i E { 1, . . . , k} there exists a successful formal compu- 
tation tg’, . . . , tg’, . . . with tt’ = &(x1, _ . l , Xni); we have, by definition, 
lim n+m s(lT(tr’)) = 0. 
Let to = t and for every n > 0 let tn be the tree obtained by replacing in t’ every 
occurrence of each @i by tt’. Clearly tn + g tn+ 1. Moreover it can be easily proved by 
induction on t’ that 
a@%)) s max(S(l7(tr’)) 11s i s k}, 
hence lim n-too s(n(tn)) = 0. 
It follows that there exists a successful formal computation from t, hence Val&? is 
not empty. 
Lemma 5.6. Let to, tl, . . . , ifnn, . . . be a formal computation from to E M(F+ v CD, X,,,), 
not necessarily successful. [f C is reduced, there exists T E Valx( to) such that T E 
fin nCtn)- 
roof. From Lemma 5.5 each ValE( fn) is not empty. Since tn +z tn+l, clearly 
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Val&+l) G Val&). Hence (Val&)), is 2 decreasing sequence of nonempty 
closed subsets of the compact space M”(F, Xm). Therefore A = fin Valr(t,) is not 
empty. Let T be in A ; we have T E W&J; moreover, since, by definition every 
element of Valr(t,) belongs to IT@,) we have Val&) c II(t,) =n(t,), hence 
Ter?iadv(t,)* 
Lemma 5.7. Let t E M(F+ u @, Xm) and & Er; let E <2-“’ and T E h!(t). For every 
u E M(F, El), d(u, T 0 d)< E implies I(u)E nI(t l d). 
Proof. This result is proved by induction on t: 
- ift=xiEX,,thenT=xi,t*e’=TOe’=eiandItl=l;henceu=ei,andI(u)=eiE 
7Tl(t m e’) = {ei}; 
- ift=aEFo,thenT=t=t*e’=TOe’=aandItl=l;henceu=aandI(u)=alE 
nz(t l e’) = (al); 
- if t = &(tI, . . . , tn,), then I(u)E vz(t l e’) = Ez for every u EM(F, El); 
- if t = ciz(tl, fz), then 3j E {1,2} such that ‘TE II(tj) and ltjl c Itl- 1, hence 
d(u, T 0 e’)<2-“‘~2 -“i’ and by induction hypothesis I(u) E 711 (tj l e’) c nz (t . e’); 
- if t =f(tl, . . . , t,J, then T =f(Tl, . . . , T,) with ‘1; Ei7(ti) and u =f(~l,. . . , u,,) 
with d (ui, Ti 0 e’) < 2~. But ltil s ItI - 1, hence 2~ < 2-“‘c1 s 2-!“‘, and, by 
induction hypothesis, I(u&v& l t?); thS I(u)=~z(&I),.. .? h&E 
nz(f(t1 l 5 l . . , tn l Z)) = 7rz(c l a. 
From these lemmas we deduce 
Proposition 5.8. Let t E M(F+ v @, X,,,) and e’ E Ey. If 25 is a reduced scheme, then for 
any successful computation c from t 9 e’ with (2, I), there exists T E Valr(t) such that I 
is rel-continuous at T 0 t? and Res(c) = I(T 0 e’). 
Proof. Let c = to, tl, . . . , tn, . . . a computation with (x,4) such that to = t l e’ and 
lim ,,+oo rz(trl) = 0. 
From Lemma 5.4, there exists a sequence t& t;, . . . , t’,, . . . such that tl, = to = l . i?, 
t: -, x tLcl and lim,,, nr(tk) = lim,,, 7rz(tn) = 0. 
It can be easily proved that there exists a sequence (tz), of elements of M(F+ u 
@, Xm) such that tE= t and for every n tk = t: l Z and tz -)x ti+l. 
From Lemma 5.6 there exists T E Val&) such that T E rY’iq II( 
From Lemma 5.7 we get Vn, 3~ > 0 such that 
I(@( T 0 e’)) c nz(tn) = mI(t:: l Z), 
hence, since lim,,, S(71&))=0, Vq>O, 3&>0 such that S(I(Bz(TOZ)))<q 
which implies that I is rel-continuous at T 0 e’. 
Moreover 
I( T 0 ;) = n Cl(I(B; (T 0 e’))) c_ p, CI(~/ ( I,, H, 
hence I(T 0 e’) = Resic). 
n 
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From Propositions 5.3 and 5.8 we get 
Theorem 5.9. Let t E M(F+ v @, X,,,) and e’ E E;“. If C is a reduced scheme and if 
Valz( t) is closed, then 
Valtz,rj(t l e’) = {I(T 0 e’) 1 T E Valr(t) and I is Tel-continuous at T 0 Z}. 
Let us remark that it follows from [ 1,2,4] that Vals(t) is closed whenever C is a 
Greibach scheme. 
6. Greatest fixed points 
Given a program (2, I) we cm- crl& associate with each unknown function symbol q+ 
the function gi from E yi into Y(El) defined by gi (if) = Val<xl>(& (e’)) which can be 
viewed as the meaning assigned to di by the program. 
In this section we prove that under some natural conditions the functions gi can be 
defined as fixed points of a functional mapping attached to the program. 
6.1. Programs and program schemes as functional mappings 
For every integer n let gn(EI) be the set of mappings from I” into g(El) 
ordered by the following order: 
gsg’ iff V/i=(Al,.. . , A,) E I”, g(A) s g’(A). 
The maximal element of Sn(Er) is the function G, defined by v/i E g(EI)“, 
G,,(A) = El. 
Let now 9(&) = S$,,(El) x l l l x @JE1) be the set of k-uples of functions 
ordered componentwise by inclusion; its maximal element is G = (G,,,, . . . , G&. 
With every g = (gl,. . . , g&z $(Er) and with every integer m we associate the 
mapping u;~ ) from M(F+ ~rlb, X,) into gm(Er) defined inductively, with uF’ 
abbreviated by cr, as follows; for every A’ = (A 1, . . . , A,) E Y(EI)” 
- if t = xi E Xm, then a(t)(A) = Cl(Ai); 
- if t = o$(tl, tz), then a(l)(A) = a(t&f) u&)(A); 
- if t =f(tl , . . . , tp), then g(t)(A) = Cl{ fIleI, . . . , ep) 1 ei E cr(ti)(A)}; 
- if t = a E FO, then a(t)(A) = (al); 
- if t = #i(tl, . . . , tni), then c(t)(A) = gi(a(tl)(&, . . . , c&)(A)). 
Lel us remark that for every t, &j(A) is always a closed subset of El. It should be 
noted also that if g c g”‘, then u;~” (t)(A) E g;?(t)(A). 
Then with the program (2, P),, where 
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we associate the mapping J$ from 2F(&) into itself defined by 
$<g’> = (ugq71), . . . , ugq7k)). 
Clearly, if $j G z’we have 2&(g) G $(f). Hence since e is the maximal element of 
g(&), the sequence $;(a) is decreasing and we define Y&E S(EI) by 
&I)(& = nn &d)(A), which is a closed set. 
In a similar way we define the functional e associated with the scheme C (see 
D, 2941). 
Let 9~ be the set 
WM”(F, Xn,)) x Wf?K X-t,)) x l 9 l x WM”(6;5 Xn,N 
ordered by inclusion; its maximal element is D = (M”(F, Xnl), . . . ) M”(F, X,,)). 
With every P’= (PI, . . . , Pk) E i& we associate the mapping a$“) from M(F+ v 
@, X,,,) into g(M”(F, X,)) defined inductively with c$” abbreviated by CT, as 
folIows: 
- if t =xi E X,, then a(t) ={~i}; 
- if t = o*(tl, t2), then a(t) u u(t2); 
- if t E Fo, then a(t) = {t}; 
- if t=f(tl , l . . , tp), then a(t) = {f) 0 (&I), l l . , o(tJ); 
- if t =#i(tl , . . . , tni), then a(t) = Pi 0 (a(tl), . . l , ~(t,,,)). 
Thus, by definition, o(t) is closed and if PC d, then aF’(t) E a$‘@). 
Then with the scheme C is associated the mapping e from 9~ into itself defined by 
if(P) = ( cr$‘)(71), . . . , cp(T~)). 
Clearly P’ E 0 implies %(p) E$@), hence s”(d) is a decreasing sequence of 
closed sets and we note Y(& the infinite intersection nn p(B). 
The following result was proved in [4]: 
Proposition 6.1. v(& is the greatest fixed point of 2. 
Now and further on we assume that the following property holds: for every n, for 
every T in M”(F, X,,), I is uniformly rel-continuous on {T} 0 (EI, . . . , El) that we 
will express by saying: I is uniformly rel-continuolds 
We can then apply Proposition 3 f; a ?d we get 
Proposition 6.2. If I is uniformly rel-continuous, 
S(h)* 
then j%w every P in 9x, 2?(& = 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for every t E M(F+u Qi, X,) and for every 
2 E 9(El)” we have 
(ugyt))&i) = u$‘(t)(A). 
This proof is done by induction on t? setting a = a’pm) and a1 = c$) : 
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- if t = xi E Xnt, then CQ (t)(A) = Cl(Ai) and a(t) = {xi}, hence 
a( = 0 Cl(I(Bz ({xi} 0 A))) = n Cl(I(Bf (Ail)) = Cl(I(Ai)) = Cl(Ai); 
& & 
- if t = ~1 E&, then &)(A’) ={a~} and a(t) ={a}, hence (&))I ={a~}; 
- if t = oB(t’, t”), then ar(t)(ii) = u&‘)(A) v w(t”)(& and a(t) = a@‘) u u(t”). 
By induction hypothesis crl(t’)(A’) = &‘)I(& and c&“)(& = a@“)~(&; from 
Lemma 3.2, a@‘) and a(t’) being closed, &)I(& = &‘)A u a(t”)&& hence the 
result ;
- if t=f(tl , , . . , tp), then 
ar(t)(A) = Cl{fr(el, . . . 9 ep) I ei E ar(hkQ 
= WNf(el, . . . 9 eJ I ei E W(ti)(A)))) 
= (fh l . .y qh(b&Wh . . .v ar(tpi(&)); 
from induction hypothesis this is equal to 
and from Proposition 3.6 to 
({fh, l l l 9 x,)1 a b(h), l l l 9 dtph(A’) = 
= df h l l l 9 a>>AQ = 4th (A); 
- if t =&(?I , . . . , tni), then cr&)(d) = (P’)l(gl(tl)A), . . . , V&)(A)); but (I”)1 = 
(fi)~ and by induction hypothesis o&)(A) = a(ti)&f), hence 
01(t)(A) = (Pi)I((u(tl)I, l l l 3 u(t,,)I)(‘)) 
and, from Proposition 3.6, 
which is equal to CF(?)~(&. 
6.2. Greibach schemes 
We say that a scheme 
c 
= 
&(X19 l l l 9 xtIi)=ri 
i=l,...,k 
is a Greibach scheme if each term 7i is contracting, knowing that the set of 
contracting terms of M(F+ u @, X,) is defined inductively by 
- if t=f(tl,. . . , tp) with f E F, then d is contracting; 
- if tl and f:! are contracting, then o#(tl, f2) IS contracting. 
The main result of [ 1,2] (see also [43) is 
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Theorem 6.3. If C is a Greibach scheme, then L”(Aq is the greatest fixed point of 2. 
. 
We shall prove that under the hypothesis of uniform rel-continuity of I, @“(C)),is 
the greatest fixed point of $, which is also equal in this case to ~($1). 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.2 we get 
Proposition 6.4. 
. 
(L”(S))t is a fixed point of& if I is uniformly re&continuous. 
. 
From the monotonicity of &, and from this proposition it follows that (L”(Z))~E 
v&j. Thus we have just to prove the reverse inclusion; this proof needs one 
preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. Let g = (gl, . . . , gk) E 9(Et), p = (PI, . . . , Pk) E 9x such that every Pi is 
a finite set of finite trees and let E > 0 such that Vi s k, V/i E g(Et)“j, gi(A) c 
Cl(I(Bf(Pi) 9 A)). Then for any integer m, for any u E M(F+ v @> X,,,) and for any 
A’ E !?(Et)“, crkrn) (u)(A) c Cl(I(B:t ( &‘“’ (u)) l A)), where et = 4~ if u is contracting, E 
otherwise. 
Proof. This lemma is proved by induction on u. 
There is no difficulty in the case where u E F,, UXmp u = &I, ~2) and u = 
f(u1 9”.9 up). 
Let us note fl”= gkrn), 0 = ~79’ and let US assume that u = @i( u1, . . . , uni)a 
Then a'(u)(A)= gi(c'(ul)(A), . . . , a'( uni)(A)) and by hypothesis O’(U)(A) c 
Cl(I(Bt(Pi) '((T'(UI(A), l l l 3 a'(u,,)(A)))), which is included, from induction hypo- 
thesis, in 
B = Cl(I(Bf (Pi) l (Cl(I(Bz (c(u~)) 9 A)), . . . , C1(I(Bt(c&i j) l A))))). 
But for every finite tree v E M(F, Xl) the function VI : E:+ Et defined by VI(Z) = 
I(v l e’) is continuous, hence 
B cCl(I(Bz(Pij l (I(Bf(m(u~)) l A), l l l 3 II(BZ(~(uni)) l A)>)) - 
= Cl(I(Bf (Pi) . (Bt (O(U 1)) l A, l l l 9 Bt (o(uni)) l A)))* 
But 
Bf(Pi) l (Bf (I), l l l 9 BZ(u(Mnij)) C 
EBf(Pi l (U(Ul), l l l 3 a(uni j)) =Bf(g(uj) 
hence B c Cl(I(B~(o(u)) l A)). 
Proposition 6.6. If C is a Greibach scheme, then t&j E (L”(S));. 
osf. Let us write SF j = (g:“‘, . . . , g’,“‘). Let t = ( tl, . . . , tk) ai fixed element of 
(F, Xn,) X l l l X M(F, ,) and let us write s”(t) = (P:“‘, . . . , P(k”)) which is 
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included in s”(B). For any A E mq(E)“i we have By (ti) l A’ = Er, hence g:(A) = 
G,,(A) = El EBy(t,) l A c Cl(I(Br(ti) l A)) = Cl(I(B’:(P~O’) l A)). Since C is a 
Greibach scheme we can prove by induction, using Lemma 6.5 that, for every yt 3 0, 
for every i s k and for every A E p(E#, it is true that g!“‘(A) z 
CI(I(B!-+Py’) l A)). Let now a E nn g(F)(A). For any ~1, a E C1(I(@-n(Pin)) l A)) 
and since Pi”’ is a finite set, there exists tn E Pi”’ such that u E Cl(I(B$&) l A)). But 
the set s[fn 1n 2 0}, included in the compact set iW”(F” Xni) has an accumulation point 
T; thus for every n 2 0 there exists n ’ -5 n such that d(t,f, T) C 2-“, hence B$*(t,) c 
@--n(t,J = By-+ T). Since B&n(T) 9 A’ G B$({T) 0 A) we have 
a E n Cl(I(B;-n({T} 0 A)) = f(T 0 A) = Tr(&. 
I1 
Let now e”(B) = (Q:“‘, . . . , a?‘). Since pin’ c Q!‘), t,, E Qin), and since (Qj”‘), is 
a decreasing sequence, the accumulation point T belongs to nn*Q?’ which is the ith 
. 
component of z&) = L”(Z). It follows that a E Tl(d) c (LT(Z))&i); therefore 
nn b(ir’(A) s (L?(Z))&); hence Y(&) E (L”(C)& 
We can now establish the equivalence between operational and denotational 
semaw’cics of non deterministic programs. 
Theorem 6.7. If C is a Greibach scheme and ii I is uniformly rel-continuous, then 
. 
(i) the greatest fixed point of $1 is Y(&> which is equal to (C”(Z)), 
(ii) For every i s k and &E Efi Val&(e’)) = v(fl)i(e”). 
Proof. Point (i) is a direct consequence of Propositions 6.4 and 6.6. 
Point (ii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.9, since if I is uniformly rel- 
continuous it is continuous at any poiilt, and sini=e Valr (&) = L?(Z). 
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